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Reserve these books
New in November 2013
Broken by C.J. Lyons
Attending high school for the first time, chronically ill Scarlet, with the help of her new friends, faces down bullies,
endures her school-nurse mother's smothering overprotectiveness, and eventually discovers the truth behind her
illness--a truth that puts much more than her life at risk.
The Midnight Dress by Karen Foxlee
Rose, nearly sixteen, is used to traveling around with her alcoholic father but connects with the people of a small,
coastal Australian town, especially classmate Pearl and reclusive Edie, who teaches her to sew a magical dress for
the Harvest Festival while a mystery unfolds around them.
New in October 2013
The Private School Murders by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro (Sequel to: Confessions of a Murder Suspect)
Teen age detective Tandy Angel attempts to exonerate her famous brother of murder charges, track down a New
York City killer, and figure out what happened to her lost love.
The Clockwork Scarab by Colleen Gleason
In 1889 London young women are turning up dead, and Evaline Stoker, relative of Bram, and Mina Holmes, niece
of Sherlock, are summoned to investigate the clue of the not-so-ancient Egyptian scarabs--but where does a time
traveler fit in?
Six Months Later by Natalie D. Richards
Chloe falls asleep in study hall and mysteriously wakes up six months later with new friends, vastly improved
grades and a popular boyfriend, but no memory of what happened in the time that has passed.
Don't Look Now by Michelle Gagnon (Sequel to Don't Turn Around)
"Teen hackers Noa and Peter struggle to take down the AMRF corporation while rescuing foster kids from AMRF's
gruesome experiments"-- Provided by publisher.
Dead Girls Don't Lie by Jennifer Shaw Wolf
Jaycee and Rachel were best friends until a terrible night when their friendship faltered and Rachel was found
dead, but her last text message starts Jaycee on a search that may prove Rachel's death was no random crime.
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Seven Minutes in Heaven by Sara Shepard (The Lying Game, book 6)
"Sutton Mercer had the perfect life, great friends, and a gorgeous boyfriend...until someone murdered her. Then the
killer forced Sutton's long-lost twin sister, Emma, to pretend to be her. Now Sutton can only watch from beyond the
grave as Emma frantically tries to figure out who killed her sister, and why. But when Sutton's body is discovered,
Emma's time is up--and she becomes the number-one suspect herself."--Publisher's statement on Amazon.com.
Fire Storm by Andrew Lane
"A fourth action-filled puzzler for teen Sherlock as he plunges into a fight for his life and battles to discover what
has happened to his missing friends"-- Provided by publisher.
Dancer Daughter Traitor Spy by Elizabeth Kiem
After a harrowing defection to the United States in 1982, Russian teenager Marya and her father settle in Brooklyn,
where Marya is drawn into a web of intrigue involving her gift of foresight, her mother's disappearance, and a boy
she cannot bring herself to trust.
New in September 2013
The Fallout by S.A. Bodeen (Sequel to: The Compound)
Eli and his family struggling to acclimate to the outside world after escaping the compound where his father
imprisoned them for six years, an effort that is complicated by an intrusive media and disturbing revelations about
his father's company.

New in August 2013
Truly, Madly, Deadly by Hannah Jayne
When her abusive boyfriend dies in what seems to be a drunk-driving accident, Sawyer is secretly relieved until she
opens her locker and finds a note from a secret admirer that says "You're welcome."
Insomnia by J.R. Johansson
Sixteen-year-old Parker spends his nights experiencing other people's dreams and getting no rest, so when he
discovers that new friend Mia's dreams are different he becomes fixated on her until memory blackouts lead him to
question exactly what their relationship is.
New in June 2013
Hysteria by Megan Miranda
After stabbing and killing her boyfriend, sixteen-year-old Mallory, who has no memory of the event, is sent away to
a boarding school to escape the gossip and threats, but someone or something is following her.
The Rules for Disappearing by Ashley Elston
Meg has changed identities so often that she hardly knows who she is anymore, and her family is falling apart, but
she knows that two of the rules of witness protection are be forgettable and do not make friends---but in her new
home in Louisiana a boy named Ethan is making that difficult.
Boy Nobody by Allen Zadoff
Sixteen-year-old Boy Nobody, an assassin controlled by a shadowy government organization, The Program,
considers sabotaging his latest mission because his target reminds him of the normal life he craves.
The Girl Who Was Supposed to Die by April Henry
"She doesn't know who she is. She doesn't know where she is, or why. All she knows when she comes to in a
ransacked cabin is that there are two men arguing over whether or not to kill her. And that she must run. Follow
Cady and Ty (her accidental savior turned companion), as they race against the clock to stay alive"--Provided by
publisher.
Last Academy by Anne Applegate
Fourteen-year-old Camden Fisher arrives at a boarding school after a falling-out with her best friend, but Lethe
Academy is a strange place, where students disappear suddenly, and as she searches for answers Camden
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begins to fear what she will find.
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